The Material World
with Quentin Cooper 

Quentin Cooper : Hello,well you can tell by the way I use my walk I'm a woman's man,no time to talk,that's the Bee Gees rather than a line from my CV,but it is a sound scientific principle.You can tell a lot about someone from the way they walk,and today we take a look at the latest surveillance technology,which can recognise individuals from the characteristic gaits. Before that though,we're doing something Material World rarely does,following the crowd. (Music plays) That was the Go Betweens going "Round and Round,Up and Down".Nevermind the bollards,the one-ways,the contraflows the pedestrianised areas,the red routes and the bypasses,what is is that makes one street crowded and another quiet? Do we favour particular streets because they have better shops? Or is it that the shops gravitate to streets where more of us naturally tend to go? The discipline of "space syntax" is an attempt to mathematically understand and predict how people and traffic will move between and within towns,streets,even buildings.Now clearly our movements are affected by our objectives and what's where,but they are also determined by the physical space we move in.To explain the new interest in the "language if space",I've got with me Bill Hillier,the man who came up with the concept of space syntax about 20 years ago,he's also the Professor of Architecture at University College,London and also from UCL we're joined by Phil Steadman,Professor of Urban and Built Form.Now Bill,as space syntax creator and coiner,I have to say it's a very grand phrase,and I'm always concerned when you've got a grand title like that,that maybe it's trying to dress up something that's basically very simple. 

Bill Hillier : Well its objectives are very practical,of course,and it originated in the...I think the failure of architectural schemes in the 1960s and 70s,housing estates,new town developments. New towns that didn't seem to be like towns.It seemed that when it came to organising space for human activity,there was something that we didn't know,so we set about trying to study towns and try to find ways of modelling them with computers,to see if we could understand how they were structured and what the relationship was between the way in which the town was laid out and how people used them. 

Quentin Cooper : So by fairly you don't mean just in terms of gross ugliness in some cases,what you mean is there would be a town say with a space....people would want to do....I don't know,activity X,there would be a space for activity X,but people would never seem to end up in the right.....to the space that it was designed for? 

Bill Hillier : That's right,a lot of housing schemes and new town developments were full of empty spaces,and one of the things we've learnt I think,that space isn't used,becomes abused,and a lot of the problems we have I think in cities,as they show themselves in space,because people haven't designed all space to be used,there's too much space left over,and part of our objectives was trying to design space in such a way as in traditional towns,where all the space seems to be used,not to the same degree,some of it's busy,some of it's quiet,but it all seems to be occupied,and all seems to be functioning normally.We try to think of ways that we can capture the logic of that,and then try to feed that into design. 

Quentin Cooper : And I mean a more simplistic analysis would be to say,"That was a good bit of architecture,and that was a bad bit of architecture",but presumably what you got were the good and the great of the architectural world,and sometimes these schemes would work perfectly,and sometimes they wouldn't. 

Bill Hillier : This was true,I mean one of our earliest collaborators was Norman Foster,in fact over 10 years ago we began collaborating with him,and I think he saw it,because Norman Foster is an architect who likes to collaborate with specialists,for example structural engineers,a lot of his work is very much creatively bound up with potentialities of working with structural engineers,and he saw the work we were doing as a way of developing a kind of space engineering,I think.Something which could be an additional speciality,someone else to sit round the table and design and put in a different kind of knowledge,and the architect has to put it all together.He has to make a building which stands up,but also a set of spaces which work for an organisation or for a community,so it was the leading edge architects who first began to pick this up. 

Quentin Cooper : And Phil Steadman,until this happened,I mean the tendency had been to focus,what,on buildings rather than on the space between them? 

Phil Steadman : Well,no I think there have been...there are other approaches to these kinds of issues,to do with movement in cities.At the same time the space syntax was being developed and was growing,there have been other kinds of computer models,used for traffic engineering, used in land use planning,and transport planning together.... 

Quentin Cooper : Other models....can...what is the predominantly used model apart from space syntax then? 

Phil Steadman : Well there's a whole group of them,there are quite large numbers of different models,but they work on essentially similar principles.The key difference with space syntax is that it focuses on one aspect only,and that is the structure of the system of routes,the system of streets are the the routes that make up the city,and its perception.......what is important about it is that it shows that quite a large part of the pattern of movement is related just to that configuration.It doesn't explain all of the movement.To explain all of the movement you need to know where the population is,where the different activities are locate,the housing,the shops,the factories and so on.Most other models start from a kind of economic representation of the functioning of the city,and then try to move through to predictions of trips and then where those would go,but what Bill Hillier and his colleagues have been able to show is that you can as I say,do quite a lot of predictions just on the street system,and that's what makes it interesting for design,and particularly at the the smaller scale of design. 

Quentin Cooper : So it's the appreciation,if you like,of an undervalued key factor in a multifactorial equation? 

Phil Steadman : I think so,yes.These issues of configuration are embodied within other computer models,they do represent the network of streets and they do calculate paths through and where traffic would be....would tend to move,so it is embodied in there.But what I think other modellers have not done,is separate out that element of the explanation if you like and show that that is powerful in itself. 

Quentin Cooper : And isn't another advantage,the fact that the only way that I've known of people,let's say they applying to build,you know,a new housing scheme or a new shopping complex near me,they go and talk to motorists and they do very expensive questionnaires with them,whereas this presumably is cheaper as well,cheaper and simpler? 

Phil Steadman : Yes it is,that's true,it depends what kind of predictions you want to make.If you want to say how many cars there will be going along this particular route,or even how many people walking,then you do need to introduce into your model some socio-economic explanation,you need to know where the people are starting from,where they are going,you know,what kind of modes of transport are available,and so on.But if you're interested in simply the proportion of travel that is going to be..more of it is going to be along this route or in this area,less of it in these parts of the city,then consideration of the network itself,will give you those answers without the need for that kind of socio-economic explanation. 

Quentin Cooper : Bill Hillier,I feel the need now for a practical demonstration,and I ask for this knowing that there's a laptop set up here,with a map of what I can identify safely as being central London. Bill Hillier : Yes. 

Quentin Cooper : And on it there is a red line and some....and quite a lot of blue lines,and the red line is what? 

Bill Hillier : Well this gives you some idea of the complexity of an urban network,it doesn't seem to have any order or pattern into it.It doesn't have any obvious geometry,it doesn't seem to be divided into separate parts. 

Quentin Cooper : It looks like one of those microscope photographs of a leaf,with all these lines running into each other. [The comparison may be more pertinent than one supposes if human beings are seen as cells of the overall structure -LB] 

Bill Hillier : And we find that by analysing the...what we call the configuration of the network,I mean that is literally the connections of each line in the network that,you know,the street and its extentions as far as you can see,and then looking at the connections of those connections, and the connections of those connections you can build up a very powerful picture of how each line relates to the system as a whole,how it's embedded in the system [The same technique might be applied to neural connections in a brain -LB]. 

Quentin Cooper : But when you talk...what do you define as being a connection? I mean I don't want to quite get into a sort of version of Mornington Crescent here (Phil chuckles) but obviously everything is connected to everything else. 

Bill Hillier : A connection is a street intersection,I mean an element in our system is a line,literally as far as you can see,and a connection is a street intersection,and if you think about how you move around cities,I mean this is....you use line elements and you use intersections to change direction,so every journey you make has a certain complexity,you have to use a certain number of lines to do it,and space syntax is really based on calculating, you know,how complex the routes are from every point to every other point in the city. 

Quentin Cooper : Oh I see,so a five mile journey with one left turn,is less complex than a one mile journey with lots of,you know fifteen lefts and four rights in it? 

Bill Hillier : That's certainly true,but the way in which cities are configured,it really accounts of this,I mean one of the things we're trying to understand and one of the things that you can show with space syntax,that cities don't appear to have a pattern to them,but they have a very tight internal logic,which is all about moving from one part tot another,and ensuring that all the space is sort of,more or less,occupied to some degree for most of the time,and of course this is one of the great differences between you know,what we admire about traditionally designed cities and the attempts we've made to find replacements for this in the last twenty years. 

Quentin Cooper : What,we've not appreciated the organic functionality,if you like,of the cities that have...that have grown up? 

Bill Hillier : "Organic functionality" is a very good word,it's...... 

Quentin Cooper : I'm glad you like it! (laughter) I wasn't sure about it myself! 

Bill Hillier : .....because there's no doubt at all that the structure of the network is actually driven by the facts of movement. 

Quentin Cooper : Right. 

Bill Hillier : And I say Phil Steadman brought in the,you know,the factor of shops,and if we think about this,and look at the red line that you see,which is Oxford Street in London.... 

Quentin Cooper : Right,which I should say is....London's busy main shopping street... 

Bill Hillier : ...yes.... 

Quentin Cooper : ...I think one of the busiest shopping streets in Europe? 

Bill Hillier : ...that's right,and if you ask yourself the question ,"Why are people in Oxford Street,it's obviously because the shops are there,but if you ask "Why are the shops in Oxford Street?" it's because the configuration of the network takes most people into Oxford Street,it makes it the most accessible,and the most likely to be used for through movement,so Oxford Street develops,rather than the streets parallel to it,if you like,because it's configurationally more powerful than the other streets.So we can predict from the mathematical values just of the network the kind of pattern of movement there will be,but also you can say where the local centres will develop,where the local shopping centres will develop,and where the,you know,the sort of hot spots will be,if you like,and where the quiet areas. [This shows that a city is not designed but emerges and grows like and organism and that the view that somehow deterioration that happens in city centres is due to bad planning is more to do with emergent properties of a system,much as a a tree has an outer edge and an inner centre,so a city grows up in a ring-like development with a network of streets around people's behaviour and wants and needs."Dead" areas are a property of the system and it is only through such techniques as space syntax,similar to phase space for other mathematical models that it is possible to identify problem areas and perhaps redesign them.This space syntax system has been used to isolate dead areas in council blocks of flats with interlacing overhead stairways to find areas that maybe where muggers or drug users might hide out and design those areas out,making them throughways that are habitually used and so not used as hiding places.The idea that a city is actually planned to cause problems in the first place is entirely wrong.The city is an emergent property of people's behaviour.It maybe that traditionally designed cities accommodated different biases and so were more open.Such things as space syntax are helping to identify the reasons why in such emergent structures areas become subject to poverty or slums and designing them out -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : So what you're saying is if you...if this...if you'd never heard of London and you'd never heard of Oxford street and someone had just given you this map,without any of the street names put on there,you could have identified Oxford Street as being the hub of all the shopping? 

Bill Hillier : We would be very embarrassed if it turned out not to be the case. 

Phil Steadman : Essentially what you can say is that what the analysis is doing,in effect,is saying,"Let's take all pairs of streets,all the way across London,and compute essentially the shortest path between any pair of streets,all pairs of streets",and then say "For each street,how many of those those shortest paths are going through the street in question?",and so Oxford Street has more shortest paths going through it,from every part of London. 

Quentin Cooper : So in other words,wherever I am in London I'm likely to be a couple of turns...easier to get to Oxford Street,than to another part of London. 

Phil Steadman : Many opportunities to get to Oxford Street,and conversely,on going back to the map,the lines that are blue there,are the lines that are...that have fewest shortest paths going through them,and they are therefore,other things being equal,less likely to carry traffic,and therefore less likely to attract activities like shops which entrepreneurs for deciding where shops will go... 

Quentin Cooper : So this is where we...? 

Phil Steadman : ...will want to put them where... 

Quentin Cooper : ...and this is the important part,this is where we move from.... 

Phil Steadman : ...we are moving on. 

Quentin Cooper : ...telling us what we already know,that Oxford Street is busy,to hopefully helping people plot something they can use,which is to say "Don't put your shop in that street"? 

Phil Steadman : Yes because the interesting thing about,being able to make some kinds of predictions,just on the basis of the network,is that one can then at a fairly outline stage in design,even before you've determined which activities are going where,you can say something about where people are likely to move,given a proposed system of streets. [It maybe though that putting amenities in the most used street is actually self defeating since this causes more movement in that area and less else where,causing less connections to be made to outlying streets and causing the actual build up at the centre,which stultifies central movement leading to the stagnation at the centre.It might be better to place amenities further apart and connect up streets allowing greater movement.Of course,people do not like to travel far between amenities and it is perhaps for this reason that city centres build up in the first place -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : And can you do this with an.....? Is the ranking in terms of space syntax enough or are there.....? Do you need at least a couple of other factors? I mean I would have thought for instance the width of the road might be quite important? 

Bill Hillier : It is very important in terms of vehicular movement,you have to take that into account,but you can get very powerful predictions by measures which combine the measures of the capacity of the road with the measure of the configuration.With pedestrians,you don't need that,capacity is very rarely a problem and the actual size of the space is almost immaterial. 

Quentin Cooper : And is it...? Obviously part of this is of course,one of the reasons Oxford Street has got so many connections is it's a very long street,I mean ... 

Bill Hillier : That's right. 

Quentin Cooper : ...that must play.....obviously you're not going to identify something that's a couple of blocks long as being the busiest shopping street. 

Bill Hillier : That's certainly true in this case,and...but it's not true,you do find quite short spaces are sometimes strategically positioned,certainly in local networks.If you look at a little local centre like Marylebone High Street for example,is quite a short line,compared to the other lines,but this is the busy one,this is the one with all the activity,and this is because of the way it's embedded in its local grid. 

Quentin Cooper : Now we've talked about the organic functionality issues,normally I would imagine,if you do an analysis like this,you find that,if you like,that the evolution of commerce has got there first,where there are the busy places,shops will be there.Do you ever find a place and think "That would be perfect",and for some strange reason,nothing has been put there? 

Bill Hillier : Well,we do this all the time,I mean we work with architects and with developers who are trying to diagnose systems in exactly this way.I mean the typical way in which the space syntax laboratory is involved in a project is literally to build a model of an area or even a whole city,in order to try and predict what the potentialities of a particular area are. 

Quentin Cooper : And can it be used within buildings,as well as between? 

Bill Hillier : Very much so,a lot of research has been done within buildings ,and we're particularly interested in how space design can add to the organisation.I say ten years ago people tried to design buildings to force the people into...who were already cooperating into localised,you know,collaboration patterns,around single spaces.But now we realise that the most important thing in a building is to create contacts that aren't created through the organisation,so it's a relationship between the way in which people move through the building and where people work in the building that creates if you like,the friction that generates the "value-added" if you like from having a well-designed building. 

Quentin Cooper : And in that case,rather than knowing the width of the corridors,the important thing presumably is to know where the coffee machines are,which......? 

Bill Hillier : That is.....it allows you to know where to put the coffee machines,in order to optimise this! (Quentin laughs) 

Quentin Cooper : Thankyou very much indeed,Professors Bill Hillier and Phil Steadman. 

(Robin Williams as Popeye sings "I am what I am") 

Quentin Cooper : Robin Williams putting the I into Popeye in the film.Now going beyond I am what I am in terms of determining self and identity can easily get routed through Descartes and Rousseau [Ref:Maths1:"Rseau1.htm],straight into a philosophical minefield about what it is internally and existentially,that makes me "me",you "you",and Popeye,"Popeye".But with my new found knowledge of space syntax,we're going to take a direct path straight to what it is externally and measurably,which uniquely identifies each of us,this is the province of biometrics,defined as being the measuring,particularly,the automated measuring of specific attributes or features of a person,with the aim of being able to tell that person from all others. Favourite biometrics include our signatures,our fingerprints,or faces,our voices and..... (The Beatles play) "Something in the way she moves..." The way she moves or he moves come to that,turns out to be one of our most distinguishing features,each of us has our own distinctive gait,and now a team at Southampton University are working on ways to identify individuals from there walks,very handy in say a bank robbery, where the robber may hide their face,but may find it rather harder to disguise their walk.Police really will be monitoring our movements.Joining me to discuss this and other biometrics are the leader of the leader of the Southampton team,Dr Mark Nixon a reader in Computer Vision and Michael Fairhurst Professor of Computer Vision at the University of Kent.Mike in terms of practical use,there seem to be two criteria for biometrics,there's how easy they are to measure and how hard they are to fake. 

Michael Fairhurst : That's absolutely right,and indeed to some extent these two things can conflict.So what you have to try and find is a set of characteristics that are directly measurable or indirectly measurable.You have to try and work out distributions for the parameters that you can measure,and you have to try and define the genuine from the fake, and that is the essence of the problem of handling biometrics in practice. 

Quentin Cooper : So run me through some of the practical characteristics that we can usefully use,because obviously it might be that we've all got something slightly different about our spinal fluid but nobody's going to say,"Oh just hang on a second while I take a quick extract". 

Michael Fairhurst : That's right,well as I'm sure you can imagine,there are many possibilities of things that we might use,but they generally fall into,I guess one of two categories.First of all we can probably think of what we generally call physiological biometrics,and these are things like fingerprints or iris patterns or perhaps facial features.These are all measurements that are based on fixed physiological attributes.On the other hand we can look at a category of biometrics that we generally call behavioural biometrics,and these depend on the individual person actually doing something.Here the best known example,I suppose,is maybe the hand written signature,which results from an activity,but again tends to be something which is characteristic of an individual. 

Quentin Cooper : And another one is of course,what,Mark Nixon,you're doing,which is the way we walk? 

Mark Nixon : Absolutely,I guess the ultimate biometric is actually DNA but we can't use that in everyday life. 

Quentin Cooper : Exactly,so we have to stick to what is measurable and what is practical and what is not too hard to fake [Too hard to fake,don't you mean? -LB].Haven't we though,haven't we supposedly been iden.....coming up with automatic ways of identifying ourselves for years, for decades,and yet you know,we still seem to not actually have any in practice? 

Michael Fairhurst : Well that's true to some extent,people have been interested in this problem for many years,but I think it's only perhaps in the last maybe 5,6,7 years that we've got to a point where,I guess commercial pressures have made it more important that we try and solve this problem,and people have been much more imaginative about finding alternative possibilities of things to measure.] 

Quentin Cooper : I suppose I should ask,I mean why do we need..you say "commercial pressures",but I mean what's wrong with the shop assistant checking our signature? Why do we need to have it automated? 

Michael Fairhurst : Well I think the difficulty with a lot of what happens at the moment is that,I guess it's really a lack of formality,that if you take signatures as an example,what tends to happen is that when you sign a check or fill in a sales chit,the checking of your signature is extremely cursory,it's very hard to measure anything objective,and therefore to confront an individual unless you're absolutely sure that there isn't a match. [The potential to forge something like a signature with a laser printer has also increased necessitating more reliable and unique biometrics -LB] If we can try and automate and therefore objectify the process,we have a much better chance of doing something which causes less offence but which is more effective. 

Quentin Cooper :Which is (indistinct).So Mark,you've developed a system that will,or is at least along the way,of recognising us by the way we walk.Now there are five of us in this studio,I imagine we've all got different walks,but are they as different as our fingerprints are? 

Mark Nixon : Well I'm glad to say we've actually got Shakespeare on our side (Quentin laughs),I went through Shakespeare to find the instances of gait recognition and I was pleased to find about seven actually,in the Tempest,Ceries says "Highest Queen of state,great Juno comes, I know her by her gait",and there's others like this.There's actually results in psychology that suggest we as humans can recognise people by the way we walk. 

Quentin Cooper : Can I just ask,I mean you must have had a good idea that Shakespeare was going to help you,I wouldn't go through all the works of Shakespeare on the off chance (Mark laughs) of coming up with instances of gait recognition! 

Mark Nixon : No,no,I'd actually once read in a book that if you think you've got a new idea go and check it out in Shakespeare,because he's probably had the idea first,and it was absolutely true in this case! (laughter) But we also looked at medicine,as well,and there's various medical studies that say "yes people's walk is unique" and that really got us under way.The other advantage though is it's quite hard to disguise your walk,I mean okay you're moving,but you can't disguise it that easily because it gets in the way,unlike automatic face recognition,you can just put a scarf over your face,or turn your head away from the camera. [I have visions of thieves holding up banks and using a Monty Python "Ministry of Funny Walks" to escape -LB] You can't do that with walks. 

Quentin Cooper : Right,you get these signs outside banks saying "No people let in wearing crash helmets". 

Mark Nixon : Oh absolutely. 

Michael Fairhurst : Can I just make a point there? Because we've talked about different types of biometrics,but I think one of the very important things is to try and choose the right biometric for a given application,and I think one of the things that interests me a lot about the work that Mark is doing,is that his biometric is one that can be used in situations where many other possibilities aren't appropriate. 

Quentin Cooper : One thing being what,that it's at a distance I suppose,it's discrete biometrics? 

Mark Nixon : Yeah,sure,it's a surveillance argument yeah,we can...I mean part of the initial motivation was when we were looking at say the Jamie Bulger case,where you could see the chaps walking away,but you couldn't see their faces,they were obscured,but we looked and then we said "Oh we can see the way they walk".Another one was the Manchester bomber,where the bomber seemed to walk in front of the camera and all you saw was the legs,you saw nothing else,and so we could see the way they walk,and we've specifically been designing techniques which are aimed to handle low quality video,because security video is always low quality,because they reuse the tapes quite a lot,and occlusion,where people get hidden,you know they walk behind lamp posts or they carry bags and stuff like that. 

Quentin Cooper : So what do you look for? What does characterise our characteristic gait? 

Mark Nixon : Well we've got two main approaches to this,and the first one says that legs move a bit like a pendulum,you know,like your grandfather clock,walking across the scene,yeah? So you've got this pendulum moving across the scene,and actually what we do is we take the frequency spectrum of the variation of your thigh,and it says how quickly and at what rate does your thigh move,and from this we essentially work out a set of numbers,and that says,"Bill Bloggs's thigh moves like this",and that set of numbers really indicates the difference in your motion from that of a pendulum. 

Quentin Cooper : Right. 

Mark Nixon : And that is your identity.The other approach.....that's called "model based" because we have a model of the movement,yeah? The other one is called "statistical" where we take the bodies silhouette as it moves through a sequence of images,so we take all the images,feed them into the computer and we work out the statistics of how that silhouette,changes throughout the sequence,and that then gives us another,and a different set of numbers,and from that set of numbers again we can recognise you. 

Quentin Cooper : But does that mean you then have to....? Anyone you want to identify,you have to have already,if you like,analyse them in terms of their gait? You can't...obviously I can't walk past,if you've never seen me before,and go,"That's Quentin Cooper"? 

Mark Nixon : Oh absolutely,I mean this is the same in all biometrics,you have to take people in,you measure them,and you work out a sort of database of people,and then you take a new sample,and you take measurements from the new sample,and you see the closest set of measurements in the database you've got,and you say,"That is that person there",and because that is the numbers that are closest to them. [Even with DNA this only means that it is a statistical likelihood of being that person,it is not definitively that person,even fingerprinting (computerised) relies on maps of certain points, which could theoretically have a mismatch -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : So from this could you have a system whereby everybody in a place of work,had their gait measured,and then if the machine recognised somebody,a gait that was not one of the acceptable workforce,and alarm would sound? 

Mark Nixon : Well that would...that could be one application of it yeah. 

Quentin Cooper : But I mean,and presumably if then a crime is committed and if there's a list of suspects,you then do what? You make then walk up and down? You literally have an identity parade that's a parade,do you? 

Mark Nixon : Oh yeah we could have a....(laughs)parade,very good,that would be exactly right,yeah? I mean I think,we've got to test it,I mean it's early days,we've got to test it out on much larger databases than we have been doing now,and it's more likely perhaps that people be get...will be let off by a judge,because the judge might reasonably ask,you know,"What databases have you been using?" and if we haven't been using anything approaching the millions,then the judge the judge might say,"Well you can't say that was this person,on that basis",but you could of course,say that it wasn't that person,and that perhaps is a more likely use of it. [Inversion of likelihood upon the same lack of data is not a good idea.although it may indeed be that the people in the database are eliminated from being guilty - LB Ref: Maths3: Paulos1.htm {Ch2- 6.Coincidence and the law}] 

Quentin Cooper : Yeah,so rather than letting people walk free,it would stop them just walking away from it.I mean how far away are we from actually having this technology in use? 

Mark Nixon : Well a lot of this technology is highly dependent on computer technology,it would just be a pipe dream ten years ago,because computers literally weren't fast enough,and the memory costs were much too high,and now it's much more realistic,you know,the computers are getting faster and faster,and memory gets cheaper and cheaper.If you give me a million pounds,sure I'll give you something tomorrow! (Quentin laughs) Like any engineering problem,it's a question of what you're going to throw at it. 

Quentin Cooper : And also,is there not a risk that if the criminal fraternity get wind of this,them there'll start turning up for crimes wearing I don't know,hobnail boots,platform shoes or something to try and change the way they walk? 

Mark Nixon : Oh we might find we have a lot of John Cleeses [I knew someone would say it - LB] I guess! (Quentin laughs) No I don't think that's likely.One of the reasons we're interested in gait is that,if you're say going to rob a bank,you'll try and walk in,you'll try and appear natural as you go in,either that or you'll run in,you don't want to draw attention to yourself or you want to get in quickly yeah? So you'll either walk or run.In both of those cases,a natural motion,you won't do anything to impede your gait,if you're running,and won't do anything to draw attention to yourself,so it's both natural motion,but as you go in,you can quite easily mask your face,you can mask other things that people can be using to recognise you.But you won't be masking your gait,that's why we're interested. 

Quentin Cooper : Mike,the task is complicated enough when we're trying to find out the variables in the way we walk,but I imagine the way we sign,there's even more,there's the curves and the crosses and the fact that when you're signing on a pad,maybe you're at a funny angle,and you're in a supermarket,so how on Earth do you get computers to recognise our signatures? 

Michael Fairhurst : Well,you're quite right,the difficulty is the sort of inherent variability of people's signing.I mean some people are more reliable than others in terms of reproducing the signature,but you can get very high degrees of variability.There are a number of things that we want to do.We're trying for example,to improve the way in which we capture statistical models of the signing process,and trying to validate these models in a much better way. 

Quentin Cooper : When you say improve it,we do what? We have sort of electronic pads or something...? 

Michael Fairhurst : Well it's really looking at the statistics of the signing process,and being rather more accurate about how we determine the overall signing pattern of an individual.The other very important things is,of course,if you can capture a signature online,then you can extract a lot of information not just about the visible end product,what the signature looks like,but you can capture a lot of information about the way in which it was executed.Now that's something which is very hard for a potential forger to know something about,and if you can encapsulate that in your model,it does improve reliability enormously. 

Quentin Cooper : And as e-commerce begins to take off,doesn't the need to have secure identification become ever more important? 

Michael Fairhurst : I think this is going...or could be a really big issue in the future,and it's both a technical and a social problem,I guess in the end,it's one thing to have data securely encoded whilst it's being transmitted,but I think that we'll increasingly need to know more about the identity of system users themselves,if we are going to be able to guarantee privacy and security,so certainly I'd expect in the future,to see the increasing use of things like terminal based cameras,perhaps microphones and so on,that will be used to check and monitor the identity of users. 

Quentin Cooper : Mark? 

Mark Nixon : I think we're seeing this thing coming in already.PCs are going to have fingerprint sensors on,there's the Interpass (??) immigration system in America yeah? Biometrics is coming in more and more in time. 

Quentin Cooper : That's not future,I have seen PCs with fingerprint scans on the side... 

Mark Nixon : Yes that's right. 

Quentin Cooper : ...so they already exist.Okay Professor Mike Fairhurst and Dr Mark Nixon thanks,I think I must stop you there,because although you're defined by your physiology and behaviour,The Material World,well we're defined by being on Radio 4 between 4.31 and 4.59 on a Thursday afternoon,which means I've got about 20 seconds left to say that one next week's programme we move from space syntax to surviving space intact,as we look at medicine for astronauts and the new treatments and techniques that are needed,so that we can blast off this planet without also,this is another Shakespeare reference,shuffling off this mortal coil. 



